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abstract the aral sea, once the world's fourth largest sea, is now reduced to a fraction of its original extension.
the soviet agricultural ... the aral sea crisis: desiccation and perspectives on recovery - 2 introduction
the aral sea has been described as one of the world's most serious environmental and human tragedies
(micklin 1992, 274). once the fourth largest lake on the planet, the aral sea is rapidly the aral sea disaster rwth aachen university - the aral sea is located amid the great deserts of central asia (figure 1). its drainage
basin covers 1.8 million square kilometers within seven nations: uzbek-istan, turkmenistan, kazakhstan,
afghanistan, tajikistan, and iran. only kazakhstan and uzbekistan are riparian on the sea proper, with each
possessing an approximately equal length of shoreline. the entire aral coastline within ... the aral sea
springs back to life - afghanwaters - the aral sea springs back to life successful recovery efforts have
brought back the sea and new hope for devastated aral sea communities in kazakhstan. international water
case study: the aral sea - the aral sea disaster is a critical example of the environmental destruction
wrought by humans but human-environment interactions are complex! ecosystems are *dances* between
biological species and the physical world, and they are continuously evolving and changing. we join in the
dance, but we do not control it. imm proximate cause – immediate social or environmental factors that explain
... reclaiming the aral sea - zin - the aral sea in central asia was the fourth-largest lake on the planet in
1960. by 2007 it had shrunk to 10 percent of its original size. widespread, wasteful irrigation of the des-erts
along the amu and syr rivers, which feed the aral, cut the freshwater inﬂow to a trickle. the sea has shriveled
into three major residu-al lakes, two of which are so salty that ﬁsh have disappeared. the ... reclaiming the
aral sea - reclaiming the aral sea directions: answer the following questions on a separate sheet of paper.
collapse 1. describe the conditions that led to the collapse of the aral sea. describe the aral sea as of 2007.
rock bottom 2. what was the effect of the desiccation of the aral sea to: commercial fisheries and shipping
industry? 3. what are halophytes and xerophytes? 4. what was the effect on ... cooperation in the aral sea gwp - northern aral sea recovery (kazakhstan) afforestation of dried bed of the lake. efforts on improving
situation in aral sea region measures to support population (socio – economic): access to drinking water
improving infrastructure credit provision for creation of local jobs small scale initiatives new infrastructure
(schools, roads, etc.) h.e. ban ki-moon «... one of the most serious ... rehabilitation of the 'small' aral sea rehabilitation of the 'small' aral sea . jennifer crandall . introduction . the aral sea, formerly the fourth largest
inland sea in the world and home to a thriving fishing
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